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As can be seen from a brief survey of the content types, there are 
many interest and subject areas identified that can be filtered by 
Category or Subject. The left side navigation bar identifies the topics 
that a student, teacher or parent might want to investigate further, 
create an assignment for or even have a class discussion.

The topics are wide ranging, including both text and graphics, 
particularly political cartoons, which can benefit many grade levels – 
certainly students who are studying social studies, and/or preparing 
for diploma exams. 

The content is current but also contains archival pieces that may be of 
interest for study or further study.



Youth Tab



Teachers and Parent Tab



Education Resources for 

Parents and Teachers
Learning and discussion plans and selected 
educational news

Clicking this link will open lesson plans 
that are simple and easy to follow.

Alternatively, the Lesson Plan tab on 
the left side navigation will open to the 
same content choices.

Example: 



Example: 

This lesson plan is in response to Federal budget 2023: 7 key takeaways on climate, dental care and the deficit. 

How the latest budget affects Canadians
Economy , Social Studies   |   Lesson Plans   |   May 4, 2023

Table of Contents

Summary:

This article and lesson plan help students examine the highlights and features of the 2023 Budget and assess its impact, strengths and 
weaknesses – as well as exploring which groups may be happy, or unhappy, with the Budget and why.

Finance Minister Chrystia Freeland brought down her 2023 Budget and it will directly impact on the financial lives of many Canadians in a 
variety of ways.

This lesson plan also refers to an associated article by Erica Alini “From flood insurance to alcohol taxes, how the 2023 budget affects 
Canadians’ wallets.”

The Budget forecasts a deficit of $40 billion for the coming year. It is a Budget that has proposed measures that target some key voting 
groups including: first time home buyers, wealthy Canadians, investors in clean energy, and lower income Canadians. That’s a pretty broad 
spectrum of Canadians.

Post the Covid years, it is a Budget that aims to strike a positive note. It remains to be seen whether the Budget and what it is proposing can 
move the sentiment of Canadians’ away from the challenges of the Covid years to more positive years ahead.



Getting Started…lesson format begins with an identification of the relevant subject areas, other 
questions to consider, a vocabulary list and any additional materials that might be needed

Appropriate Subject Area(s):
Economics, politics, social studies, role of government

Key Questions to Explore:
• What is a federal budget?
• What were the highlights of this particular Budget?
• How does the Budget affect various groups of Canadians?
• Which groups are likely to be happy, or unhappy, with the Budget and why?
• What do students think of the Budget in terms of strengths and weaknesses?

Possible New Terminology:
Federal Budget, Budget surplus, Budget deficit, federal debt, and tax credit.

Materials Needed:
• Computer to access the link to the article
• Copies of the Background Reading
• Handouts #1, #2, and #3



Study and Discussion Activity – lessons begin with a Background section to help 

structure the lesson

Introduction to the Lesson: Background Reading

The Federal Budget basically charts the government’s course for its fiscal policy – that is, taxing and 
spending activity. When a government takes in more revenue than it spends, it incurs a budget 
surplus. When its spending exceeds its revenue, the government incurs a deficit. Deficits and surpluses 
are annual – that is, what happens over the course of a year. The debt is the total amount that a 
government owes – that is, the total amount of debt accumulated over all past years of surpluses and 
deficits. The federal government currently has a debt of over $1.2 trillion – 
see http://www.debtclock.ca/ for the up-to-date level of federal debt. This amounts to over $34,000 
for each Canadian…….

http://www.debtclock.ca/


Action (lesson plan and task): each lesson plan provides multiple step-by-step instructions

• Prior to the class, distribute the Background Reading and ask students to review the articles at the link 
provided. Ask them to read the articles. In addition, ask them to go online to the Government of Canada 
website – canada.ca – and find the Budget and quickly scan other highlights they might note and take a 
quick look at the Budget. Ask students to prepare a summary of the key highlights from the Budget and to 
identify groups that they believe should likely be happy with the Budget and others who may be unhappy 
and why.

• At the start of the class, ask students to provide you with examples of the kinds of things they saw in the 
Budget. What was of interest to them? Did anything surprise them? Make a list on the board of the general 
topics that came up in the Budget – e.g. policies or steps to affect youth, student loans and grants, youth 
employment and employment in general, taxes, indigenous people, seniors, etc. Create a general list 
illustrating the kinds of things that come under the federal government’s jurisdiction and the areas for 
spending that the government targeted in the current Budget……



Consolidation of Learning:

• Once the presentations are complete, ask students to drop their party affiliation and discuss as a class the best 
points made for or against the Budget. Make a summary of the best points for and against and discuss the quality of 
the Budget as a class.

Success and Additional Learning

Success Criteria:
Students should be able to:

• describe the purpose of a federal budget
• distinguish between a budget deficit, budget surplus, and government debt
• explain why a government might run a budget deficit
• explain the consequences of a growing national debt
• explain the concept of debt-to-GDP ratio and the importance of this statistic
• review the highlights of a government budget and offer opinion as to the merits and shortfalls of the Budget

Confirming Activity:
• At the time of the next budget presented by the government in their province, ask the students to undertake a quick 

review and offer a personal assessment based upon what they have learned in this lesson.







Money and Monetary Policy in Canada

• Since the formation of the Bank of Canada in 1935, there was a desire within 

the Bank for a clear language explanation of money, the financial system, the 

link between money and the economy, and how the Bank implemented 

monetary policy.

• This publication achieved the Bank’s goal. The publication was used in 

classrooms across the country at the high school and post-secondary levels. 

It has been out of print for some time.

• Given the importance of the subject matter, and the changes that have 

occurred over the last 20-25 years, CFEE recently collaborated with the 

Bank to produce an updated online version of this resource.













opportunities to start and operate businesses that respond to changing or expanding needs
and wants. 





Need / Want any Money and Youth books?

Questions?

Please drop suggestions and comments in the chat box.
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